Hey, That's My Soul You're Stomping On
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Crowley makes one confused noise that wanted to be a word once and then stops talking. Aziraphale immediately says "my apologies," his tone almost casual, and goes to move his hand away, mouth already opening again to make a perfectly reasonable explanation. Crowley nearly chokes on a "what for, Angel?" and puts his hand over Aziraphale's. At this point, they're both one second away from losing it because they don't know what's going on! They've been dancing on the edge for six thousand years and wouldn't admit what they wanted because neither angels nor demons want like this. But Earth and... "I think, you have to grow a very thick skin and be aware that if you're gonna join a reality show, there'll be loads of highs and lows because some of the stick that you get, on social media, can be soul destroying." Ferne went on to explain the pain of having her baby news made public before she could announce it herself. She added: "I think I have suffered from paranoia and anxiety. I think paranoia comes from a situation that you've been through, or, maybe, even a person that has projected that onto you. But, especially in this industry, trust is a really big thing."